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Past climate variations

are recorded, through nature's sampling, in
paleoclimate archives. It is essential to
quantify estimation uncertainties, to which
each step along the way contributes.
Integrating techniques and information across
archives and proxies, allows to identify
complimentary archiveproxy combinations
which can improve past climate estimates
across timescales. We find common challenges
for many archives, where techniques developed
in different communities could reduce the final
uncertainy of paleoclimate reconstructions.
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Common challenges across archives and proxies
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The structure of the archive and proxy landscape is complex. Which processes affect archives (2A) 
and which are proxydependent (2B)? Which proxies can be measured on the same archive sample?
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Crosspollination potential

Ageuncertainty can be evaluated in
time series analyses using MonteCarlo
techniques (Fig. 4A, Rehfeld & Kurths,
2014). Some agemodeling approaches
allow for the combination of layer
counting and pointbased ages. This,
along with crossdating as for treering
chronologies, could reduce age
uncertainties.
When the fundamental processes
affecting the proxy signal are known, a proxy error model can be used to
quantify the uncertainties if the
essential parameters can be
estimated. As an example, Fig.
4B shows a synthetic marine core
resembling tropical MD032707,
with proxy modelling as in
Laepple & Huybers, 2013.
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